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INT'L MOOT COURT COMPETITION IMPRESSES !UDGES
BY:

GonwiLL TACHI

+ GUEsTWRITER

T

he 2nd Annual International
Moot Court Intra-school
Competition was held on
The main
September 7, 2010.
protagonists this year were students
Jamie Woenker and Lakeisha
Murdaugh, and the event was held
at the Benson classroom at the
Valparaiso University School of Law.
The competition was carried out under
the aegis of Jacob Blackstone, the
Justice of intra-school competition.
During the early weeks of
September, all eighteen new members
took part in very competitive
preliminary and semi-final rounds
of oral arguments. During the semifinal rounds, outside lawyers and
international law professionals were
brought in to act as Judges to rate
the members on their performance.
This year, after these invigorating
rounds, Jamie Woenker and Lakeisha
Murdaugh were the last two members
standing.
This year's legal problem revolved
around the fictitious nations of
Rotania and Adova. A fringe
separatist group operating out of

Adova attacked the sovereign nation Adova, was first to take to the
of Rotania, destroying its most lectern. She made the case as to why
prestigious and holiest shrine and the International Court of Justice
several Rotanian citizens were killed. should find Rotania in violation of its
While the politicians were bickering obligations under international law.
at the United Nations, there was a Jamie stood her ground against a hot
riposte from Rotania. The suspected bench.
terrorists were apprehended and
Next in the panel's line of fire was
extraordinarily rendered to a third Lakeisha Murdaugh, who argued
country where they were supposedly that Rotania had a right to selftortured. Adova claims its territorial defense under the United Nations
integrity has been violated in
contravention ofinternational
law. Rotania argues it acted
in self-defense.
To showcase their oral
advocacy
skills,
Jamie
Woenker
and
Lakeisha
Murdaugh were now set to
take the stage before a panel
of three Judges: the venerable
and indefatigable Professor
Ed Gaffney, Professor Faisal
Kutty and Professor Julie
Landsdown. By 6:30 p.m.
the room was jammed to
capacity with law Professors,
members of the International
Moot Court team, and friends
and family members of the
contestants.
Jamie Woenker, arguing for
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Charter and claimed it was under
attack from a terrorist organization
that was enjoying support and cover
from the Adovan government. Thus,
sitting idly and doing nothing will be
cataclysmic to the life of the nation
and its people. The give and take was
intense. The exchange once again
was sizzling.
At the end of the arguments, the
judges conferred and deliberated.
Lakeisha Murdaugh emerged as. the
winner of the final rounds and Best
Overall (Brief Writing and Oral
Advocacy scores combined). Jamie
Woenker won the Best OralistAward,
while Heather Frank won the Award
for Best Brief.
The International Moot Court is
now readying its teams for national
and
international
competitions:
Jessup in Chicago with final rounds
in Washington D.C., Ferrell in
Miami, International Criminal Moot
Court in White Plains-New York with
final rounds in The Hague, Niagara
Moot Court in Toronto-Canada, and
Price in London- England come this
Spring Semester. The intra-school
competition then commences in
the summer with a brief writing
competition amongst the newest
members.

Godwill is a 3L who can be reached
at forum@valpo.edu.
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THE CAREER PLANNING CENTER WELCOMES YOU BACK!
to earn a $1,000 education award voucher for working for a bar association or legal services
spending the summer in a qualifying internship at program designed to prevent homelessness or assist
AssiSTANT DIRECTOR oF CAREER
a
non-profit, public interest organization. Students homeless or indigent clients or their advocates.
ADVISING, PuBLic INTEREST
must complete 300 service hours to receive the All law students are eligible, and first year law
education award voucher, which can be used to pay students are encouraged to apply. Students find
n internship with a public interest current educational expenses or qualified student their own eligible internship and must commit no
organization is a great way to gain loans. Applications will be available in mid-March less than eight continuous weeks between May 1
practical legal skills and explore an area 2011. Apply as soon as applications become and October 1 to the program of his or her choice.
of law that you may be passionate about. Public available, if possible; applications are reviewed Applicants must submit a resume, an application
interest interns often are able to develop skills in on a rolling basis. For more information about form and a prospective program's supporting
areas of client intake and counseling, trial strategy, eligibility criteria and the application and selection statement. For further information see the Curtin
legal research and writing, ora} advocacy and process,
visit
http://www.equaljusticeworks. Justice Fund website at http://www.abanet.org/
negotiation. While most public interest summer org/programs/summercorps/general.
homeless/curtin.shtml. Applications are typically
internships are unpaid, here are some programs
Equal Justice America Legal Services due in Mid March annually (early applications
that will aid in funding a summer public interest Fellowships: These fellowships are for first and encouraged).
internship:
Valparaiso University School of Law Summer
PSLawNet is a community for public interest
Public Interest Stipend: The SPIS program was
oriented law students and attorneys and is one of
established to encourage students to explore public
the best resources on the web for finding public
interest work over the summer. You are eligible
interest jobs and funding. PSLawNet's goal is to
for the SPIS if you are working for a public interest
be a "one stop shop" for law students and law
employer and are not receiving compensation for
school graduates working, or hoping to work,
your work and are not receiving school credit.
with nonprofits, public interest law firms, and
Public interest positions may include employment
government agencies. To access the list of summer
such as working for a legal aid organization,
funding sources, go to www.pslawnet.org, click on
non-profit organization, governmental agencies,
"Career Central" on the left sidebar, then click on
prosecutor's office, public defender office, or
"Financing a Career or Summer Job."
clerking for a judge. The deadline to submit the
Public Interest Law Initiative (PILI) Summer
SPIS application is April 1st, 2011. Contact Jason
Internships: For students interested in working second year law students who will be working Prowant, Assistant Director of Career Advising at
in Chicago, this is a great opportunity to work for organizations providing direct civil legal Jason.prowant@valpo.edu with any questions.
in public interest law. PILI sponsors a Summer services for the poor. This means that positions / Equal Justice Alliance (EJA) Summer Public
Internship Program for first and second year law that are strictly policy focused are not eligible. Interest Supplemental Grant: Equal Justice Alliance
students from across the country. Summer Interns The fellowships are for up to $4,000 and the is Valparaiso University School of Law's public
receive $5,000 for 10 full-time weeks of work. The position may take place anywhere in the United interest student group. EJA provides scholarships
application period for summer of 2011 optins in States provided that the hiring organization is a1 to students completing unpaid public interest
December and applications will be accepted on a non-profit organization providing direct civil legal summer-internships. Recipients do not need to be
rolling basis through March of 2011. The earlier services to the poor. Applications for Summer 2010 members of EJA. For more information contact
you apply, the better your chances of obtaining an are due March 21, 20 11. For further information Michelle Debolt at Michelle.Debolt@valpo.edu.
internship. For an application see the PILI website visit Equal Justice America's website at www.
at www.pili-law.org.
For more information on summer public interest
equaljusticeamerica. org.
Equal Justice Works Summer Corps Program:
ABA Join: J. Curtin, Jr. Justice Fund Summer funding opportunities, contact the Career Planning
Summer Corps is an AmeriCorps-funded program Legal Internship Program: This program pays a Center to schedule an advising appointment at:
that provides law students with the opportunity $2,500 stipend to students who spend their summer 219-465-7814 or visit Wesemann room 125.
BY: JASON

PROWANT • CPC

A

VU DAY OF CARING TOUCHES MANY LIVES
BY:

JOLENE CIENIAWSKI •

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

0

n
Saturday,
September
18, students from all over
Valparaiso University and
Valparaiso University School of Law
volunteered to help the Valparaiso
community through their annual
Day of Caring. Groups of students
helped with a variety of activities at
numerous locations throughout the
city, and the Property Law Society
of VU Law, along with VU students,
offered their time and energy to help a
local charitable housing organization.

Housing Opportunities, Inc. is
in the process of purchasing the
Spring Valley Community Shelter,
which has been vacated this year.
In preparation for their purchase,
Housing Opportunities was in
need of volunteers to clean apartments and
landscape to make the shelter habitable in the
future.
Students arrived at 9:00 a.m. and were
given a variety of tasks from cleaning floors to
collecting garbage. All students introduced

themselves and joined together to help revive
the Spring Valley Shelter. The onset of rain
didn't stop the volunteers and work wrapped
up around noon. Kathleen McClure, Fund
Developer, was grateful for all the hard work
contributed and encouraged students to
return at any time, as Housing Opportunities

is always in need of extra sets of hands. To
volunteer your time or resources to Housing
Opportunities, please contact Kathleen at
kmcclure@housingopportunities.com.
Jolene is a 3L and can be reached at forum@
valpo. edu.
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FROM THE DEAN'S CORNER

WHY IS LAW SCHOOL SO DIFFICULT? OF A 'RIDDLE WRAPPED IN A MYSTERY INSIDE AN ENIGMA'
BY: JoELLEN LIND+ AssociATE
DEAN & PROFESSOR OF LAW

I

n his blog post
on The Shark, a
Cal Law Blog,
Jus tin Gosling said
about law school:

"It's incredibly
demanding,
probably
more
so than anything
you've previously
experienced. It's
a lot of reading,
reflecting, and ...
constantly
evaluating your thoughts and conclusions ... all the
while knowing that you're not wrong, but you're
not correct either. I [concluded] that there is no way
I would have applied to law school had I known
how much of a commitment is required. That said,
I'm glad I enrolled because law school changes
you and makes you pay attention and think about
the world in ways previously unimagined."
Do you agree with Justin? Apparently, a lot of
people are trying to answer the question he tackled.
I discovered that fact when, on a whim, I decided
to "Google" the query, "Why is law school so
hard?" Amazingly, I got over 13 million hits. But,
reflecting on my own experience as a 1L (a long,
long time ago), I am not really surprised.
One of the things that struck me on that first day
was that everyone in class was above average.

This was not like college, where showing up most
of the time and doing most of the reading could
equal a top grade. Worse than that, the professors
actually called on us randomly. This meant that
class participation was not optional and not on
my terms. I had to pay attention and stay on my

toes. But, that created a paradox-even if I had why law school is so difficult is that it is more like
diligently prepared for class, having to recite learning to play the piano or be a quarterback, than
made me so anxious I could barely remember my it is about memorizing a list of facts. The musician
name, much less the issues in Pennoyer v. Neff has to practice the principles of piano playing by
And, there was the preparation itself. The reading using them. She must learn by doing. And, just
assignments were long, often dry, and specialized. as there is no guarantee one will become the best
This was not like perusing Anna Karenina for a pianist or football player-even with practiceseminar on the modem novel. Whether a statute there is no guarantee that one will be the very best
said "may" or "shall" actually made a difference, student on law school examinations. This may be
and in a way that could affect people's lives. So, the most enigmatic aspect of law school to accept.
the material was technical and sometimes dull, Hard work is necessary for success, but there is
but the stakes were high-for me and my future no foolproof way of insuring how successful one
clients. Two other things became immediately might become.
As Justin said above, "being prepared for class
clear to me as well-there were few clear answers
in each subject, and there was no cookbook recipe and for tests is a process of"reading, reflecting, and
becoming comfortable with constantly evaluating
for success overall.
Why so few clear answers? This stems from the your thoughts and conclusions... all the while
nature of law itself. On deeper reflection, how could knowing that you're not wrong, but you're not
principles governing a phenomenon as varying as correct either." Being neither wrong nor right is an
human behavior be expressed in definite rules like uncomfortable, confusing place to be, especially at
the traffic code? The legal system can articulate the beginning. But, there is no easy way to make
concepts as grand as "due process" or "freedom of law simple without distorting it. And, because it
religion"; it can .invent something as fictional, but is the performance of legal reasoning that we are
useful, as the corporation (a non-person person); pursuing, not a body of rules, it is understandable
and, at the same time, it can address practical issues that you may be asked to apply what you know to
like how to serve a summons or how to collect novel situations on an examination. Real lawyers do
child support. This is a nimble body of working that every day. In the end, law school is challenging
knowledge indeed. It was the working aspect that because humans are challenging, complicated, and
changing. The professionals who help them with
finally resonated with me.
Law could not be only settled, noncontroversial their legal problems are trying to master a whole
conclusions, because human behavior changes form of life and an entire skill set-from ideas, to
over time and is almost infinite in its variety. thought processes, to research tools, to written and
Legal principles must adapt to evolving situations, verbal expression, and so much more-all of them
economies, social relations, even contested addressed to resolving conflicts among human
conceptions of justice. Most simply, the law must beings over fundamental goods and values. In
be able to address new legal problems. But, to retrospect, I am very glad I became a lawyer, even
have the continuity that "knowledge" implies law though it was one of the hardest things I have ever
must be able to endure. And it does-it is the way done. I hope you will come feel that way, too.
of thinking, analyzing, and using basic concepts
in argumentation that is the key. Law is about Dean Lind can be reached at joellen.lind@valpo.
ideas, but ideas, doctrines, and conceptions that edu.
are organized by a method. Part of the mystery of

FROM THE LAW LIBRARY- MICROSOFT WORD TIPS
BY: MICHAEL BusHBAuM+
AssociATE PROFESSOR OF LAw

L

ook around. How many of your classmates
have or are using a computer while you
are reading this article? Most, right? And
how many of those computers have Word as the
installed word processor? Again, most, right? But,
how many of those computer users know how to
save time and effort by using Word shortcuts and
other time saving tools? Not many, right?
Let's start with the basics and begin with some of
the shortcut keys. BTW, these tips are designed for
PCs but might work in a Mac by substituting the
command key for the control <ctrl> key. If I used a
Mac I could tell you more ... but I don't. Almost all
are also designed for use in any Windows program
and not just in Word.
Copying, pasting and cutting: to copy- highlight
your text and use <ctrl> c. (For the real basics, this
means hold down the control key and press the c
key at the same time.) To paste, put your cursor
where you want the copied text to go and <ctrl>
v. To cut, highlight the text and <ctrl> x. Once
cut, text can be pasted other places with <ctrl>
v. To copy or cut an entire document, <ctrl> a to
highlight the entire document, then copy or cut.
Finding and replacing: with an open document,
<ctrl> f opens a box where you can type in what
you are looking for. And <ctrl> h allows you to
not only find, but replace. Forgot to italicize a case

name throughout a document? Holding <ctrl> h
allows you to find and italicize normal text, using
the format button and choose italics from the font
list that comes up. Use <ctrl> z to imdo your
last action, BUT only the last action. So if you
accidently delete your entire document don't do
anything else before <ctrl> z.
Want to format, bold, underline or italicize
while typing? Use <ctrl> b, <ctrl> u, or <ctrl> i,
respectively. And everybody knows a double click
with the left mouse key will highlight a single
word and triple clicking will highlight an entire
paragraph so I won't mention that one. To change
your font, try <ctrl> <shift> f. Then, pick the font
you want to use.
How many times have you wanted to copy
something from a website and paste it into your
document, only to find the formatting is completely
messed up. You can solve this by using the paste
special command from the RIBBON menu. Home
tab, paste icon, then paste special. This will open
up a dialog box where you will choose unformatted
Unicode text. Everything you copied is now in the
same typeface and style of your original document.
This works great for importing text from the web
or when copying and pasting information from
Westlaw or Lexis into your writing assignments.
Helps avoid those messy font differences!
Using the newest versions of Microsoft Office?
Use the customize feature to set up your Quick
Access Too/bar. Why try to remember under what

tab page setup appears? Put !t in the QA toolbar.
Same with the Save As icon, so you can save your
appellate briefs in more that?- one place easily. In
2007, click on the Office button and select the
Word Options button, then customize. Choose All
Commands and add all the commands you need.
In Office 2010, use the File button, then customize
and again add any commands you use constantly.
BTW, the Paste Special command mentioned
above can easily be added to the QA toolbar.
For 1Ls, consider creating a template for
legal research. Easy enough to do. Open a new
document, add a header, then a footer with the
honor code, and save as a template document.
Next assignment, open the template, save as a
document. Now all you have to do is remember to
sign the honor code.
All of these commands can be accessed through
the tabs at the top or icons within each tab. But, why
take the time to search for the footnote command
(under the references tab, then insert footnote)
when you can add it to your ~oolbar?
So, these shortcuts won't save you hours, but
they will all save you seconds which add up to
minutes, which make you more efficient and more
cost effective, and ultimately, a better law student
and a better lawyer.

Professor Bushbaum can be reached at michael.
bushbaum@valpo. edu.
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PROPERTY LAW PANEL DISCUSSION- 5TH AMENDMENT TAKINGS
BY:

ADAM SwoRDEN

+ GuEsT WRITER

The Property Law Society hosted a successful
panel discussion on September 22 at the Harre
Union. Speakers for the event were Valpo
Law Professors, David Hollenbeck (Land Use,
Municipal Finance, Local Government, and
Workers Compensation Law) and David Myers
(teaches Property, Entertainment, and Media

law). The two presented an in depth analysis on present and actively participated in the discussion.
5th Amendment Takings Jurisprudence, including The students also provided unique perspectives
discussion on 14th Amendment Jurisprudence in from their experiences living in other portions
takings analysis. In addition to the legal opinions of the country were takings issues impacted their
on major takings cases, the two also provided communities.
multiple perspectives on takings issues from both a
private property owners position and a government Adam is a 3L and can be reached at forum@valpo.
entity looking to exercise its police and regulatory edu.
power. Students from all years in law school were

WLSA/PROPERTY LAW PRESENT NIGHT WITH THE PROFESSORS
BY:

JoLENE CIENIAWSKI +EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

On Thursday, September 16, the Women's Law
School Association and the Property Law Society
hosted its annual ''Night with the Professors" at the
Valparaiso University Christopher Center. Every
year, a variety of professors engaged in numerous
areas of the law are asked to attend this event to
have dinner with and provide an open forum for
law students. This year, WLSA and the Property
law Society were grateful for the cooperation of
Professors Calo, Lind, Moskowitz, Bodensteiner,
Gaffney, Carter, Brown, Levinson, Myers, Berner,

Adams, and Kutty.
their most valuable course in law school, and what
The evening began with a potuck dinner provided advice would be beneficial for 3Ls entering the job
by all the students and event sponsors. Many market next year.
students attended, and the spread was enormous.
Each ·professor contributed wholeheartedly to
Professors spread out and sat with students at each the discussion and offered helpful advice to the
table so as to converse throughout dinner.
law students. The event was a huge success and
Once everyone had their fill, the professors sat WLSA and the Property Law Society look forward
in a panel formation while the students assembled to next year's event.
around them. After a short introduction by each
professor, students were encouraged to ask any
type of question to either all or individual members Jolene is a 3L and can be reached at forum@
of the panel. The professors answered questions valpo.edu.
such as how they got started teaching, what was

BLSA/SELA FOOTBALL TAILGATE
BY:

DARNELL DECAUSEY. STAFF WRITER

On Saturday Sept. 25th, from 11-1, the Black
Law Student Association (BLSA) and the Sports
and Entertainment Law Association (SELA) cohosted a homecoming tailgate on Brown Field.
The event, the second official and third unofficial
of such tailgates, was an opportunity to enjoy
friends, food, and football. Those who attended the
tailgate had a great view of the homecoming game
between the Valparaiso University Crusaders and
the Drake University Bulldogs from right behind
the end zone. Despite the weather, attendance was
high as law students and even a few professors
showed up.
The morning started off overcast with Lake
Michigan blowing its wintry breath down on Valpo.
But there was no chill that coul~ tame the fiery

pride that blazed on
Brown field. The
football field was
overflowing with
Crusader love on
the day of VU's
homecoming game
against Drake. The
stadi urn seats were
full of VU students
and alumni alike,
adorned in their
finest brown and
gold paraphernalia
The BLSA/SELA
tailgate was no
exception. Set up
right behind the end
zone, was a lively
amalgamation of
BLSA and SELA
members and other
VU law students.
The tempting aromas from the tables of delectable
foods wafted through the air. BLSA and SELA
prepared fried chicken, chopped barbecue, chips,
a plethora of sweets, and many other treats for the
patrons of their tailgate.
The tailgate started before the game, but as
kickoff drew nearer the crowd grew larger and
even more excited. Attendants of the tailgate were
cheering on the team as they walked onto the field
to warm-up. Cow bells were ringing and radios
were blaring as everyone sang along. Then just
before the game started the sun broke through the
clouds, bringing the morale even higher.
Alicia Ivy, Valpo lL of Gurnee, IL, said "Being
that it was my first time tailgating, I had a great
time socializing with my classmates and getting
to know everyone better. It was a memorable
experience."
Tajanae Mallett, Valpo lL ofNaperville, IL, said
"it was an enjoyable time and it gave me a chance
to get to know classmates that I normally don't
have the opportunity to talk to."
The ladies were just a couple of the many lLs

and other students who were in attendance at the
BLSA/SELA tailgate. All the patrons had the
chance to mingle with people who they did not
see every day in class, and further establish their
network of friends here in Valpo.
Although the Crusaders did not prevail, the day
was an overall success. The VU community came
together and supported their team wholeheartedly.
The camaraderie shown at the BLSA/SELA
tailgate was inspiring. Students had the chance to
share good food, good times, and make precious
memories with their peers. It's occasions like
this that you cherish when you look back on your
law school career. Aside from accumulating debt
and developing nervous twitches we are enjoying
laughs and smiles along the way.

Darnell is a 1L and can be reached at forum@
valpo.edu.
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THE DOCKET
B\t: }OHN BAYARD

H

• EXECUTIVE EDITOR

ere are the current top local and federal
legal stories:

to enforce a contract between the drugmakers
and the federal government. The companies
said the federal law governing the discount
program doesn't authorize private suits. The
legal issues are similar to those that have led to
suits -- and hundreds of millions of dollars in
settlements -- over the way drugmakers price
their products for Medicaid, the government
health care program for the poor. The case is
Astra USA v. County of Santa Clara, 09-1273.
(Associated Press)

U.S. Suprenze Court News
The U.S. Supreme Court agreed to hear an
appeal by drug makers seeking to block thousands
of public hospitals and community health clinics
from suing for violations of a federal program that
lets them buy medicines at a discount. The justices
today granted review to an appeal by companies
including units of Pfizer Inc., Merck & Co. and Indiana Supreme Court News
Sanofi-Aventis SA. The companies are challenging
Newly-appointed Indiana Supreme Court
a lower court ruling permitting a suit against Justice Steve David had a little time to start thinking
the drugmakers filed by the California county Friday afternoon about his upcoming tenure on the
of Santa Clara. Chief Justice John Roberts, who state's top court. When asked to summarize how
previously had disqualified himself from cases he will make decisions on the court, he gave one
involving Pfizer because he owned stock in the of his famed country music quotes, this from Lee
company, took part in today's order. According Brice's song "Love Like Cracy." David said, " ...
to Supreme Court spokeswoman Kathy Arberg, do your best, don't outsmart your common sense.
Roberts sold his Pfizer shares last month. The Gov. Mitch Daniels named David, judge of Boone
dispute centers on the rights of 14,500 health Circuit Court,· to the Indiana Supreme Court
providers that collectively spend about $4 billion Friday morning. "I'll focus on doing what's right,
a year on outpatient drugs. A 2006 government David said. "I hope I'm ready for that and serve
report found that those providers overpaid by $3.9 a long time." David was one of three nominees
million during one month. A San Francisco-based for the positio? that will be vacated Sept. 30 by
federal appeals court said the providers can sue Justice Theodore R. Boehm, who announced

his retirement in May. Marion Superior Court
Judge Robyn L. Moberly and Karl L. Mulvaney,
Indianapolis, were also finalists named July 7 by
the Indiana Judicial Commission. Daniels said he
picked David, 53, for his "diversity and breadth of
experience." He specifically cited David's time in
the military, both as a prosecutor, and as a defense
attorney for detainees and suspected terrorists at
the Guantanamo Bay Naval Station. David will be
the youngest of the court's five justices. (Lebanon
Reporter)
John is a 3L and can be reached atforum@valpo.
edu.

THE SITREP
BY: ANTHONY AzcoNA

+ CoLUMNIST

be worth their weight in gold.

T

he G.O.P. in late September
prevented a military appropriations
bill from reaching the floor of the
Senate. Why did the G.O.P., who fully
supports American military expeditions
in the Near East and Central Asia, block a
bill that would allot funds to the military to
complete its mission? The bill was blocked
because the House, in its version of the bill
.
'
Inserted a provision thatwouldhaverepealed
the Department of Defense's "Don't' Ask
'
Don't Tell" (D.A.D.T.) policy.
The allowance of gays, lesbians,
transsexuals, and bisexuals to serve openly
in the U.S.militaryprobablycauses sleepless
nights for G.O.P. senators. Perhaps it is
more terrifying than the idea of health care reform
for American citizens. One can speculate that
these August senators likely have nightmares that
repealing D.A.D.T. would lead to an out-of-control
Village People music video spreading throughout
the military.
Senator Saxby Chambliss gave us insight on what
truly lurks in the fears of these G.O.P. Senators that
blocked the bill.
Sen. Chambliss
warned
that
repealing
D.A.D.T. would
lead to "alcohol
abuse, adultery,
fraternization,
and body art"
and the military
must "exclude
persons whose
presence in the
armed forces
would
create
unacceptable
risk
to
the

Unless,
of
homosexuals.

armed forces' high standards of morale, good order
and discipline, and unit cohesion ... the presence
in the armed forces of persons who demonstrate
a propensity or intent to engage in homosexual
a~ts would very likely create an unacceptable
nsk to those high standards." Since the G.O.P.
has excellent rapport with the armed services
the opinions of Sen. Chambliss and other G.o.P.
senators must reflect the sentiments of the senior
officers of the military.
On February 2, 2010, before the Senate Armed
Services Committee, the Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff and the highest-ranking uniformed
officer in the military, Adm. Mike Mullen, stated
that it w~s the right thing to do by permitting gays
and lesbians to serve openly in the U.S. Military.
To date, approximately 13,000 servicemembers
were processed out of the military for their sexual
orientation since D.A.D.T. was introduced in
1?92. Many of those losses include linguists,
pilots, lawyers, doctors, and other individuals with
important skills to complete a variety of missions.
Two examples include Lt. Dan Choi, an Arab
L!nguist and Maj. Mike Almy, who were recently
discharged. With the current involvement of the
U.S. in the Near East, these Arab Linguists should

course,

they

are

Yet, the G.O.P. hawks believe that
honorable individuals who had the
courage to step forward and raise their
right hand and swear an oath to "support
and defend the Constitution of the United
States against all enemies, foreign or
domestic" should not be permitted to
serve because of their sexual orientation.
Including Sen. Chambliss, who did not
serve since he received a deferment for
"bad knees."
As a former commissioned officer in
the Navy, I think it is a needless waste
of resources to continue to separate homosexuals
from the military. It is a disservice to the Nation
to prevent those who are openly homosexual
from s~rving. According to the Truman Report,
approximately 19o/o of the U.S. populace is suitable
to volunteer for military service. Outdated opinions
on homosexuality that prevent the military from
allowing qualified people to volunteer does more
damage t?an good for national defense. Having
served wtth homosexuals during my time in the
Navy, I can say that they did not undermine good
order and discipline, despite Sen. Chambliss's
fears.
But, it seems as if Sen. Chambliss and his
colleagues want to bully homosexuals. This is
no different than the despicable individuals who
hulled Tyler Clementi from Rutgers and Raymond
Chase from the University of Rhode Island to the
point those two young men took their own lives.
Tony is a 2L and can be reached at forum@valpo.
edu.
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THE REASONABLE PERSON
RONALD MCDONALD FOR PRESIDENT
BY: BRADLEY TuRFLr GER

+ CoLUMNIST

M

y first di cemible political memory: it's
1984 and I am riding with my dad in
his blue Camero; we re on our way to a
voting booth so he cari cast his vote for President
of the United States. It doesn't seem right to me,
but he is casting his vote for Ronald McDonald. I
liked Ronald McDonald well enough, but I didn't
think clowns could be presidents. I was four years
old.
I am just as confused now as I was then. Did
the Department of Defense really just burn 9,500
books-books with info from the public domainnear the beginning of Banned Books week? Have
we really been contracting out our national security
to mercenaries? Can the President really assassinate
Americans without judicial oversight? Can the
government really use warrantless wiretaps with
impunity? Do we really fly prisoners to Bagram
to avoid the burden of evidence, due process, and
habeas corpus? And speaking of Afghanistan,
we've been there for ten years, why?
I'm mystified-can somebody tell me what
exactly is a "gay agenda"?
Do people really think we can solve the abortion
problem without sex education?
Did our government really give over ·700
Guatemalans syphilis? Did they actually inject
people with plutonium without telling them? Is
the Tuskakee expirement for real?
I thought law school would help, but I am more
lost than ever. Corporations are people? People
own prisons for profit? And if laws govern us, not
men, why do we live in a 5-4 world? Why does
the judiciary make every other decision based on
what a reasonable person would do? But I thought
people aren't reasonable and that's why we need
so many laws!
I thought graduate school would help, too, but
I still don't understand: am I the only one who
thinks Adam Smith reads like Marx when he

describes the perils of capitalists having too much
political power? What about Smith's emphasis
on empathy and ethics? Economics is a science
when capitalism and socialism are demonstrable
impossibilities? Doesn't big business, by virtue of
controlling so many resources, completely kill the
very notion of the invisible hand? Doesn't it take
more blind faith to believe in the existence of an
all-wise resource-distributing invisible hand than
in Allah?

produces? What happened to John Locke and
liberty? Republicans are trying to conserve
what? Democrats are liberal how? Do Anarchists
and Marxists really believe a classless society
is possible, that all people really do have equal
abilities, that there are no such things as leaders
and followers, ignorance and sociopaths?
Why don't women exercise more power?
Why doesn't the U.S. use its spending power to
demand a halt to Israeli settlements?

I'm confused about being confused. Where
does a confused person go to cope? Where is
the culture? Where are the books, songs, and
performances that will shed some light on the
world? Glee? Lady Gaga? Nicki Minaj, the
rapper Lady Gaga? Don Draper? The NFL?
Wall Street Two: Money Never Sleeps only
suggests more problems. Stephen Hawking has a
new book-The Grand Design. Does this genius
really think science can answer all the important
questions?
Are we-the wealthiest nation in the worldreally the most medicated nation in the world? Are
drugs really that good? But I thought drugs were
bad?! I haven't had medical care in six years; I
can't even afford treatment! And now I am going
to be forced to buy treatment? I don't get it. Of
course, I could self medicate, but really, Miller
Lite? Bud Light? And while one can overdose
on alcohol-or die from its withdrawal-I'm
not allowed to smoke Marijuana? Why is that?
Seriously, why? A war on drugs, honestly? And
Original Painitng Without Gun by Simon Dewey
we don't see a connection with this war and
drug cartels? Ciudad Juarez-one of the most
Why don't more people realize "Allah" is dangerous cities in the world-is right on our
simply Arabic for "God" and that jihad is first and border? I don't understand!
foremost about personal spiritual struggle?
Of course, my father wasn't voting for Ronald
McDonald, so all of this confusion is in my head,
Why are so many Americans scared, hateful and right? I mean this all makes perfect sense, doesn't
judgmental in this "Christian" nation? Isn't God it? Right?
omnipotent, omniscient, and Love?
Bradley is a 3L and can be reached at forum@
Why don't more people own property that valpo.edu.

BARELY LEGAL
BY: ANDREW ERICKSON & CHARLES KooP

+

COLUMNISTS

T

o all you thousands of lL's, welcome to
law school. I'm sure you're finding that the
rest of us continuing students are nothing
but the nicest, most helpful, non-surlyiest, most
jubilant people you've probably ever run across.
You should see us around Christmas when
finals come along, and we are so ensconced in the
Christmas spirit that many of us forgo shaving in
order to grow our own Santa beards and consume
enough frozen pizzas and $6 bottles of __ that
our bellies jiggle like bowls full of jelly. You too
can look forward to this type of care free lifestyle
if you take our advice.

Steps to Success:
1.
Read the dissenting and concurring
opinions. No ifs ands or buts about this one folks.
Ask anyone. And if you believe this one, I have
a Toyota that was supposed to be recalled on
four separate occasions that I can sell you. But
seriously, if anyone asks you about a dissenting
opinion just stand up and quote Reece Bobby from

the film "Talladega Nights" and say "If you ain't
first, you're last". Then explain that you live your
life a quarter mile at a time and sprint out of the
class. Professor Lind will love that and won't yell
at you at all.
2.
ABC method to classroom participation.
Always Be Contributing. Seriously. No matter
how banal or irrelevant of a contribution you can
make, make it. You 1Ls and 2Ls are naturally
amazing at this and predisposed to wow not only
your professors, who are very, very interested in
what you have to teach them about the law, but
your fellow students as well, who would much
rather hear about your own personal stories than
learn about the class. After all, the majority of our
1L Criminal Law final covered what Jerry saw on
an episode of "The First 48" and why it was all
wrong.
3. Work as hard as you possibly can. Then
work harder. Prior to undertaking a study of
the law, a mentor to one of the writers posed the
question to him, "Mr. [Future Writer of Barely
Legal], do you want to be stupid for the rest of
your life?" The wisdom that was later gained
from the above quotation- and gained only after

throwing-up during the very first final, after grades
were given and on the first day of ASP- is that law
school is hard. To succeed admirably will demand
a great amount of work. And no truer words could
be spoken after reading the 2010 Entering Class
Profile. Which brings us to our next point: Law
school is competitive.
According to the Office Admissions publication
the 201 0 Entering Class has an individual that
performed as a background dancer to Jerry Springer
on "Dancing with the Stars." Another individual
was a background vocalist for a Grammy award
winning singer. If you think for a second that
such gifts will secure you a trophy come time for
the SELA Talent Show, well then surprise! The
2010 Entering Class also includes a Blue Belt in
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu ready to roundhouse you off the
stage.
A quote by Coach Jack Reilly probably better
and more succinctly conveys the point we are
trying to make, that is, "It's not worth winning if
you can't win big!
Andrew and Chas are 3Ls and can be reached at
forum@valpo. edu.
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MODERNIZING INTERNET SURVEILLANCE:
SENSIBLE, OVERDUE, AND ESSENTIAL
an ad-hoc basis. This hinders law enforcement use them for their own purposes, thus endangering
investigations and jeopardizes user privacy by not everyone's privacy. However, various experts
having
already established interception methods agree that when online communication providers
ecently, federal law enforcement officials
respond to wiretap orders on an ad-hoc basis, users
announced that the Obama Administration that protect innocent users.
are more susceptible to hackers. They argue that
Online
privacy
activists
have
characterized
this
:will push Congress to modernize U.S.laws
allowing surveillance over the Internet. While civil modernization effort as Big Brother taking over online communication providers rely on hastily
libertarians argue that the move is an invasion of the Internet. However, this is an overly simplistic created methods, rather than tested and established
measures.
privacy, the proposed modernizations are
Also, critics argue that these regulations
held to be not only entirely reasonable, but
will likely impede innovation and unduly
also vital to protecting national security
burden companies. These are the same
and staying one step ahead of cutting-edge
arguments these critics made about
criminals.
similar surveillance reforms for cell
Basically, law enforcement officials
phones
and broadband internet. However,
want Congress to require companies that
sensible surveillance regulations have not
facilitate and enable online communication
impeded innovation and growth in these
to make the technical modifications
technologies, and there is no evidence
necessary in order to comply with a
that these proposed regulations will have
wiretap order, if issued. This includes
a different effect.
services such as Skype's peer-to-peer
Various individuals wish to dismiss the
messaging, BlackBerry's encrypted erecommendations
of law enforcement
mail transmissions, and social networking
agencies, classifying them as fearoutlets such as Facebook or MySpace.
mongering.
Nonetheless, the need to
These services maintain their own unique
modernize our surveillance laws is real,
encryption methods, rendering traditional
and is growing. Clearly, our outdated
monitoringmethods ineffective. These steps
are essential to enable law enforcement agencies to view regarding a complex problem, and ignores surveillance laws enable terrorists and criminal
keep up with changes in communication methods. the facts. None of the proposed reforms imply the networks to conceal their plots. Thus, online
Each year, the number of people who communicate government's surveillance authority has exceeded communications providers should be required
online increases. Relying primarily on phone-based what presently exists. A judge approved warrant to comply with lawful orders for the targeted
wiretaps to intercept terrorist plots or organized will still be required. These reforms simply aim surveillance of specific individuals. As a result,
crime conspiracies is quickly becoming antiquated. to make our current system of surveillance more these reforms will ensure our safety.
While some online communication providers have efficient, effective, and consistent.
Critics object to forcing online communication Jon is a 1L and can be reached at forum@valpo.
developed monitoring capacities, others opt to
wait until they are served with a wiretap order. providers to create a "back door" to pass through edu.
In response, they attempt to develop them on encryption. They argue this will enable hackers to

BY:
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TAX CORNER WITH UNCLE WESTON
POSNER'S APPLICATION OF THE CHEVRON DEFERENCE TEST
IN LANTZ V. COMMISSIONER IS HOLLOW AND REMAINS UNFOLLOWED
BY:

WESTON

BoHALL+

COLUMNIST

In

Lantz v.

Commissioner,
132 T.C. No.
8 (2009), the
Tax
Court
invalidated
Treas. Reg. §
1.60 15-5(b)( 1), which imposed a two year statute of
limitations on taxpayers seeking innocent spouse
relief from an IRS collection action under IRC §
6015(f) due largely to the skillful arguments of
Valpo'sown,PaulKohlhoff. OnJune8,2010,Justice
Posner reversed the tax court's position reasoning
that under Chevron the IRS could promulgate such
regulations in Lantz v. Commissioner, 607 F.3d
479 (7th Cir. 2010). On September 22, 2010, in
the case of Hall v. Commissioner, 135 T.C. No. 19
(20 10), the tax court specifically disregarded the
Seventh Circuit's reasoning and holding, and once
again invalidated Treas. Reg. § 1.6015-5(b)(1) to
the delight of tax commentators across the country.
The only question remaining is how the 6th Circuit
will react.
Innocent spouse relief can be found under IRC
§ 6015, and provides protection for taxpayers who

are married (or have been married) and file a joint inapplicable as a catchall. Second, imposing a
return together. There are many benefits to filing statute of limitations on all other subsections of
a joint return, but the downside is that when a the statute but not subsection (f) clearly thwarts
joint return is filed, both individuals can be held Congress' ability to legislate though silence.
individually responsible for taxes owed even if
Most commentators are in line with this, Patrick
one spouse made the majority or even the entire Smith, partner at Ivins, Phillips, and Barker, notes
amount of taxable income for that year. When the in a recent tax article about innocent spouse relief
IRS determines a tax deficiency on a joint return, states "[t ]he significant gaps in reasoning in Judge
the IRS will go after each spouse individually Posner's opinion for the Seventh Circuit in Lantz
regardless of who is the party at fault. If one of the call into question the correctness of the re~ult."
spouses feels they are unfairly being held liable due Lavar Taylor, a law professor at Chapman, notes
to the unilateral act of the other spouse, they may that the purpose ofiRC § 6015(f) is negated unless
request innocent spouse relief or a Form 8857.
the courts are allowed to examine all facts and
IRC § 6015 provides several ways to receive , circumstances included in every case regardless of
relief, outlined three different subsections. if they occur within a two year time period.
Subsections (b) and (c) of the Code impose a two
Fortunately for those residing in jurisdictions
year statute of limitations on the statute while outside of Illinois, Indiana, and Wisconsin, there is
subsection (f) does not contain any limitations hope for those seeking relief under section IRC §
provision. The Congressional rationale for this is 6015(f). Ljubormir Nacev, professor at Northern
to make subsection (f) a catchall that is applicable Kentucky University, recently used the same
in situations where other provisions of the statute arguments as Kohlhoff, and the tax court found in
could not apply, and thus give the tax court some his favor. The word is still out on whether the Sixth
wiggle room to tailor equitable solutions to Circuit will adopt Posner's approach. Hopefully,
unique circumstances. Subsection (f) specifically unlike Posner, they will listen to the commentators
provides that this provision of the Code comes into as well as common sense in determining the intent
play only when "taking into account all the facts of Congress.
and circumstances, it is inequitable to hold the
individual liable ... "
The IRS, wanting to .have the whole cake and Weston is a 3L and can be reached at forum@
even the crumbs, decided to limit this provision valpo.edu.
of the statute by regulation to include a statute of
limitations. It makes little sense to impose this type
of regulation, first it makes subsection (f) basically
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PEARLS & POLITICS
t i that time of the year. We drive with the
window down after a long day of cia es.
feeling the chill of the autumn breeze blowing
through mine and one of my best friends' long
hairs as we go get our afternoon caffeine boost.
Katy Perry i belting her newest hit on the radio,
"Teenage Dream", which I swear plays every single
time I tum the keys and start my engine. As we
both sing along to the tune, the lyrics end saying,".
.. This is real, so take a chance, and don't ever look
back, don't ever look back". At that moment, my
girl friend turns to me and tells me about a recent
article she had read.
According to this article, choosing a potential
date is determined by what each gender is seeking
in relation to time. Women on the one hand seek
out "THE" guy who appears perfect on paper
analyzing how that guy will fit in with their future.
Alternatively, men wait for the "right time"-not
necessarily the "right gal". A man will approach a
relationship with a female when he feels like it's
the time to do it in his life. If a girl is at the right
place, at the right time, then it could very well
be that she hits the jackpot that evening with an
invitation to a date that weekend. As for us ladies,
we spend too much time over analyzing the man
right in front of us that we actually can end up

I

talking ourselve out of a relationship before it
even starts! Both sides can learn from each other.
either is nece arily right. Take that chance to

candidates running today can be related back to
my relationship tid-bit from my best friend. Today
there is an upward swing of female candidates
eyeing pots in government today. Could it be that
they are following the men's advice by "waiting
for the right time?''
Ninety-nine females around the country are
looking to take over spots currently held by men
in this next election. Time will just have to pass
for all of us to see the results, but I believe the
increased percentage of female candidates proves
that times are changing. We all should take this
to heart when it comes to life in general. Focus
figure out where you stand in the situation.
on what is currently in front of you. Our country
Where am I going with this? Politics of course! is blessed with rights allowing females to hold
Right now, campaign ads are airing all over the positions of power equivalent to males. Someday,
television set. Personally, I am rather sick ofhearing even I hope to have the chance to engross myself
the campaign slams against one politician to the in the pandemonium of politics because it's one
next. All the coffee in the world cannot get me to of my passions. When you consider who to vote
sit in front of them long enough for me not to start for in the next few weeks, consider this: are you
talking to the television set asking it why it keeps voting for "THE" candidate who appears best on
running these silly ads. One thing I have noticed paper or are you looking at who would be "THE"
through the TV ads and newspaper headings is the candidate for the time right now? Choose wisely!
increased amount of females running for office Pick the pearl of a candidate and take a chance.
this year. Currently, women hold 90 of the 535 This November is not the time to look back and
seats in today's 1llth U.S. Congress. Around the regret.
country, pearls are spotted more and more on the
television set as women campaign their candidacy Jessica is a 1L and can be reached at forum@
for the upcoming elections of 2010. Trends of valpo.edu.

CONFESSIONS OF AlL
BY: CAITLIN BRoo +CoLUMNIST

I

t seems that I am in something of a sophomore
slump. Well, more like a second column slump.
There seems to so many topics but nothing that
could really add up to a complete column. Sure, I
could spare several words about the inconsistent
temperatures through out the school. I could talk
about how I am quite sick of dragging my sweatshirt
everyday to ward off the chill in the library. But I
am not in the mood for whining.
I guess I could say a few words about the bane of
the first year existence, legal research assignments.
I could gripe about the hours spent looking for the
answer and feeling like a complete failure when
it was staring me right in the face. But I think we
can all agree, not thinking about legal research
assignments is best.
I could spend a sentence or two musing on the
idea that free food has been a wonderful thing
to a broke 1L. One would think that eating four
straight days of pizza would sour one on the food,

but it really just tastes better on day four. So, from
the bottom of stomach, I would like to thank the
organizations. Not only did I walk away with a
full belly, but I, also, discovered some interesting
organizations.
Now, I could spend a moment or two thinking
about class work. There is the never-ending
struggle to understand contracts and the simple joy
of that first "ah-ha" moment. I had my first "ah-ha"
moment knee deep in reliance damages. Sitting on
the hard chair in the library, this wide grin cracked
across my face and I danced a little. Of course,
that "ah-ha" moment lasted exactly 2 hours after I
walked back into class. Needless to say I walked
out of class an hour later confused and dazed once
again. But for one shining moment, I finally felt
that lawyer feeling.
Speaking of thinking like a lawyer, I went out
and grabbed pizza the other day with a good
friend. She couldn't pay, so naturally I picked up
the tab. Of course, I promptly wondered if we had
a contract. She owes me money and there was a

promise to pay back. I think I have a contract and
it might be enforceable, I am only slightly ashamed
of that thought.
But, I think I want to close this column with a
non-law school thought. When I was in college, I

used to watch the Food Network at lot, specifically
the cake competition shows. It was mindless and I
could put it on and not think about communications
for a few hours. That has now been replaced with
"Say Yes to the Dress" on TLC. I am struggling to
understand this new obsession, as I hate weddings.
But there is something very appealing about
watching women drop $1 ,500 plus on a dress they
will wear only once and freaking out about it not
being perfect. It makes no sense; I enjoy scripted
programs like The Office or Community. But there
I am on Friday's watching women parade in puffy,
white nightmares. I think it might be because it is
the total antithesis of law school logic.
Caitlin is a 1L and can be reached at forum@
valpo.edu.

BAYARD'S BON APPETIT
BY: JOHN BAYARD • FOOD CRITIC

T

his month, I sampled the fine taste of the
Indian sub-continent at Taj Indian Bistro at
418 Roberts Rd, Chesterton. Indian cuisine
is perhaps one of the most unique cuisines in the
world given its extensive use of spices and aromas
used in its preparation. When most people think
of spices, usually they think of heat, hot sauces,
and other temperature raising flavors. Adding
spices to a dish does not mean that one must suffer
from heart bum later. Indian cuisine can be very
palatable and can tum simple dishes into delights
for your taste buds. While Taj Indian Bistro did not
always hit this mark, it certainly managed to create
a fine dining experience.
While on the outside, the restaurant is somewhat
unappealing, the staff inside was very friendly and
the interior was welcoming. Their menu selection
offered a wide variety of different dishes that were

both suitable for the meat eater and the vegetarian in
your group. Prices are fairly reasonable depending
on what you plan on ordering. Meals range on
average from $10-$15, although some meals are
more expensive. There is also a wide selection of
appetizers and drinks for your palate.
My meal included Aloo Gob hi, a vegetable dish
with potatoes and cauliflower cooked in clarified
butter tempered with Cumin seed, exotic spices,
and finished with a dash of Garam Masala. The
Cumin seed added a strong flavor to the otherwise
bland dish. The Onion Naan bread served with
the meal was an excellent counter to the Cumin
flavors of the Aloe Gobhi. The bread absorbed the
full flavors of the meal.
The main dish was Shrimp Bengal Olrry
cooked in onion, ginger, garlic, and tomato paste
with assorted spices in a rustic manner. This was
complemented with Saffrom Rice Kashmiri style.
The curry sauce went well with the rice and even

the Naan bread. However, while I requested the
dish with more heat, the end result was a bit
disappointing as it lacked the kiGk I was expecting.
If any reader does not eat shrimp, the Bengal
Curry is also served with chicken, lamb, or as a
vegetarian dish. Rice is always a good choice to
serve with curry since it absorbs the flavors of the
sauce in the same way as bread.
Overall the meal was delicious although I
had wished for a bit more kick in the curry and
Aloe Gobhi. The service itself was excellent and
the waitress was always quick to see if I needed
anything. Since it is just in Chesterton, Taj Indian
Bistro is good choices for those wishing to try
something new and exotic but at the same time
don't want to drive to Chicago to get it.
John is a 3L and can be reached atforum@valpo.
edu.
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LOONEY LEGAL
As a result, Pearson filed suit in the District of
Columbia's Superior Court. The judge to whom
s we enter another election season, a the case was presented decided to bring it to trial
recurring issue brought up by politicians on the basis of two of Pearson's claims. The first
is tort reform. While tort reform deals claim was the issue of the ownership by Pearson of
with a variety of issues, it is often those frivolous the presented pair of pants. The second claim was
lawsuits that bring tort issues to the public mind. on the issue of signs posted outside the business,
advertising "Same Day Service" and "Satisfaction
Here is one of those cases under Looney Legal.
Roy L. Pearson sued a D.C. dry cleaning Guaranteed", which Pearson claimed to be
establishment, Custom Cleaners, for over $67 misleading. Pearson's would eventually reduce the
million for the loss of a pair of pants. On May 3, claimed damages of $54 million.
On June 12, 2007, the trial began. Pearson broke
2005, Pearson allegedly left a pair of gray pants
that could be distinguished by a unique trio of belt down in tears during an explanation about his
loops on both sides of the front waistband. After frustration after losing his pants, and a short recess
a delay due to the pants being mistakenly sent to had to be declared. On June 25, 2007, the trial
another dry cleaners, the pants were offered back ended with District of Columbia Superior Court
completed several days after May 5, 2005, the initial Judge Judith Bartnoff ruling in favor of the dry
pickup date. Pearson refused to accept the pants, cleaners, and awarding them court costs pursuant
claiming they were not his, despite confirmation to a motion which the Chungs later withdrew.
On September 10, 2008, an appellate court agreed
by the cleaners' records, tags, and Pearson's
receipt. Pearson demanded what he claimed to to hear Pearson's appeal, scheduled for October 22,
be the price of the pants as compensation, an 2008. On December 18,2008, the three-judge D.C.
amount of over $1000, which the Chungs refused. Court of Appeals panel that heard Pearson's appeal
announced that they were rejecting it. According to
BY: JoHN BAYARD • EXEcUTIVE EDITOR

A

the Washington Post, "Pearson had two remaining
avenues of appeal left: He could ask the entire
nine-judge appellate court to review the case, or
ask the U.S. Supreme Court to weigh in."
On January 6, 2009, Roy Pearson filed a petition
with the D.C. Court of Appeals, requesting the
case be reheard this time by a nine-judge panel.
On March 2, 2009, the appeals court rejected his
request to have the case reheard by the full panel.
Pearson's final option was to ask the U.S. Supreme
Court to hear the case. The 90-day deadline for
seeking Supreme Court review elapsed without
Pearson filing a petition for certiorari. Pearson's
appeal options thus exhausted, the long-running
dispute finally came to an end.
The unusual circumstances of this case led the
Wall Street Journal, the Washington Post, and
dozens of bloggers to refer to it as "The Great
American Pants Suit," and to Pearson as "Judge
Fancy Pants."

John is a 3L and can be reached at forum@valpo.
edu.

FORUM FLASHBACK
BY: JOHN BAYARD • ExECUTIVE EDITOR

houlish greeting from the past in this
onth's Forum Flashback. One way you
ight enjoy this Halloween season is by
terrifying yourself with a great horror film. But
what kind of horror film do I want to see? Scary
has changed throughout the years and movies best
represent those different forms of fear.
Fear and disgust are often the backbone of many
of today's horror flicks. The fear of the unknown
combined with the revulsion of meeting that
unknown face to face is the basis of many a film.
Horror films today however tend to focus more
on revulsion and grossing-out instead of fear. This
is perhaps best seen in films such as the Wrong
Turn, Cabin Fever, and the numerous remakes
of the last few years. The result is predictable
plot lines. By now we know you don't go in that
dark room, don't go swimming in that lake where
those teenagers died ten years ago this night, and
don't bury anything in those Indian burial grounds.
What's that? You and your group of friends are
going to be spending the night in that old haunted
house and there are two attractive blonds in your
group? We already know one won't be surviving
the night.
The classic horror films of old tended to be great

OCTOBER TRIVIA:

because you don't know what is going to happen
next. That's true terror! As Steve King notes in
Danse Macabre, "I recognize terror as the finest
emotion and so I will try to terrorize the reader. But
if I find that I cannot terrify, I will try to horrify,
and if I find that I cannot horrify, I'll go for the
gross-out. I'm not proud."
Another great aspect of the unknown in horror
films is the fact that they represent our own fears.
Each period of movie history saw horror films that
directly or subconsciously dealt with problems
viewers faced themselves.
For instance the great German Expressionist
horror films of the 1920's The Golem, The Cabinet
ofDr. Caligari, andF.W. Mumau'sNosferatu dealt
with the dark and surreal nature of what many
people felt like after the Great War. Later on in
the 50's and 60's the unknown terror was driven
by the cold war and fear of social alienation in
the modern world. Films such as The Incredible
Shrinking Men represented symbolically what
people actually feared.
However, the 50's monster movies and the end of
the Production Code of America brought negative
aspects to the horror genre. Now horror became
the "Attack of the fifty foot this or that" or "how
many people can be killed in a two hour movie?"
This is not to say in the age of the slasher

and exploitation horror that terror can't exist.
Film makers started to revert to the supernatural
elements of past horror films to terrify people
with the unknown. Psychological and spiritual
aspects of fear were portrayed in films such as The
Exorcist, Rosemary sBaby, and The Sentinel. Even
today we see (rarely) horror films that rely on that
fear of the unknown.
As I watch a commercial for the next installment
of a seemingly endless line of Saw films, I feel
sad, not terrified, at what has happen to the horror
industry. Real fear is not what is behind the next
door. Instead, it is what lurks within the deepest
comers of your mind.

John is a 3L and can be reached at forum@valpo.
edu.

(ANSWERS P. 11)

1. BEFORE STARRING IN SUCH FILMS AS ROCKY, PREDATOR, AND HAPpy GILMORE,
CARL WEATHERS PLAYED FOR WHAT NFL FOOTBALL

TEAM?
2. WHICH SEX IN THE CITY CAST MEMBER STARRED ALONGSIDE BETTE MIDLER IN THE DISNEY HALLOWEEN CLASSIC HOCUS POCUS?
3. WHICH SHAKESPEAREAN PLAY CONTAINS THE OFT QUOTED LINE,
"LET'S KILL ALL THE LAWYERS?"
4. WHAT DID CHARLIE BROWN RECEIVE WHILE TRICK OR TREATING
IN IT'S THE GREAT PUMPKIN, CHARLIE BROWN?
5. WHAT DID PRINCE HARRY OF WALES CONTROVERSIALLY WEAR AS
A COSTUME IN 2004?
6. IN THE CARTOON TRICK OR TREAT, WHAT COSTUMES DO HEUY,
DEWEY, AND LOUIE WEAR?
7. PRIOR TO HIS EDUCATIONAL CAREER, VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY
PRESIDENT MARK HECKLER PLAYED THE TITULAR CHARACTER IN
WHICH ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER MUSICAL?
8. WHAT ARE THE PRIMARY INGREDIENTS USED TO MAKE THE NOUGAT IN A SNICKERS BAR?
9. TWILIGHTWAS FILMED IN THE SAME TOWN AS WHAT HALLOWEENTHEMED DISNEY CHANNEL ORIGINAL MOVIE?
10. WHICH CAME FIRST, THE ADDAMS FAMILY OR THE MUNSTERS?

David Shurr
Work by Appointment

Suits 299 to 895
Same Day Tailoring

David's
Mens Clothier
Downtown Valparaiso
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113 East Lincolnway, Valparaiso, Indiana 46383
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P: (219) 463-0012
F: (219) 464-3516
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ROB AND HUNTER'S GUIDE TO
FANTASY FOOTBALL DOMINATION
BY: RoBERT ELLIOTT

II &

HuNTER NoBLE+ SPORTs EDITORs

W

than having the number 4 pick and watching some absolute clowns pick
Joseph Addai, Reggie Wayne and Dallas Clark at 1, 2 and 3 which leads me
to my 3rd point.
Third, never, and I mean NEVER, pick a fantasy football
team based on the team you root for in real life unless
that team is either the NFC or AFC Pro Bowl teams. I
distinctly remember playing in a league last year where
one unfortunate fella (who I won't name here) literally
had 5 Eagle players on his roster. Ridiculous. Besides
the simple fact that there will be one week that you will
absolutely not win, you just look like a loyal fool.
Fourth, be aware of the waiver wire hawk in your league
and exploit him. The waiver wire hawk is that one person
in your league who adds and drops more than Debbie
Gleason. Some insignificant player has a decent week and
this guy is all over the waiver wire trying to pick him up.
You want this guy in your league because nine times out
of ten he is probably dropping a better player than he is
picking up. How do you figure out who this is? Well, if
this person has 20-plus roster moves by Week 4, then it's
probably him.
Fifth, be prepared for that one player you really want to depend on to never
show up. This year's candidate includes Maurice Jones-Drew, Mike SimsWalker, Michael Crabtree and Dwane Bowe. No need in getting frustrated
because in the back of your mind you kinda saw this coming. Suck it up and
grind it out.
And lastly, be prepared to spend ridiculous amounts of time staring at your
roster, player matchups and the waiver wire. This especially holds true on
Sunday and Monday when you watch every game as if your watching will
somehow make your players score a couple TD's. And let's not forget the
ridiculous calculations we come up with that will lead your team to victory.
As if anyone believes that your St. Louis defense will get you 20 points
against the Saints. Give it up buddy.
As I look at my team, Big Meech, stacked to the ceiling with fantasy football
talent I honestly feel sorry for anyone who doesn't take heed to my rules,
regulations and tidbits. As a one time 8th place finisher I think my credentials
speak for themselves. I hope you're listening.

ell , well, well. Looks like it's another school
year, which means Robert and Hunter are back
in the 'Po, getting VIP treatment at Passtimes
and on first name terms with the Greek patrons of Jimmy's.
Word on the street is that the masses have been eagerly
anticipating the return of The Forum's most legendary
literary scholars. Wait no more peasant 1Ls, decent 2Ls
and extraordinarily superior 3Ls. After holding a 6 hour
press conference special at the Popcorn Festival hosted
by our very own Bryce Drew, both Hunter and I decided
to take out signing bonuses, consisting of first servings of
any meals hosted at the law school, and have come back to
bless you clowns with some truth.
While sipping on an adult beverage at my favorite
watering hole, I began to think of what I should write about
for this article. Should it be the various pennant races,
which never mattered to me anyway, or should it be about
college football, a subject always involved before 67%
of altercations between men aged 18-25? But then it hit me! What better
sport to write about than the sport played by seemingly every 26-year-old
male who fancies himself a hybrid mix of Mel Kiper, Shannon Sharpe, and
Cris Collingsworth all rolled into an unhealthy mass of worthless football
knowledge. Yep! You guessed it! It's fantasy football season! At a time
where teams cease to matter, only players and matchups remain. So I decided
to bless all you wannabe fantasy football strategists with some basic rules,
regulations and tidbits, that if utilized correctly, will guarantee a 7th place
spot in a 10-team league.
The first thing you want to focus on is the creation of a team name. There
is nothing worse than playing some clown in Week 6 whose team name is
Monsters, Bruisers or some other type of generic dribble. You will not be
taken seriously in fantasy football if you cannot take the time to develop a
witty team name. Dedication is everything, people, so try showing some. If
you're a stocky African-American male, such as myself, then I suggest going
with a team name that plays to your strengths. For instance, team names
that reference Rick Ross, CeeLo Green or Uncle Phil all would work in this
scenano.
Second, be sure to have at least 3 people in your league who know absolutely Rob and Hunter are 3Ls and can be reached at forum@valpo.edu.
nothing about drafting a fantasy football team. Nothing brings me more joy

MMA MATCHUPS ... BROCKTOBER
BY: DAN D. HALLBERG. MANAGING EDITOR

ell, last month was a bad month for the UFC, but WEC did pretty
well and the matches are free to watch if you get VS, so that's
good. It's an all UFC month in October (dubbed Brocktober by
Zuffa), and everyone's favorite behemoth will be in action! So lets hope that
things get better this month!

W

some of the UFC's newer, higher quality heavyweights, he comes up short.
The heavyweight division needs a gatekeeper and that's where Gonzaga best
fits right now. That makes him a good test for Schaub. I think Schaub has
the athleticism to become a top guy in the UFC and by beating Gonzaga, he
will show that he also has been developing the skills to become a top guy in
the UFC.

3.

(19-3) vs. YosHIHIRO AKIYAMA (13-2),
UFC 120, 10/16/2010
The UFC is heading back to the U.K. and that means that Michael Bisping
has to be in action. He's coming off of a quality win against a tough opponent,
so that definitely works in his favor. He'll also be on home turf, so that
works in his favor. And if that wasn't enough, Akiyama just lost to someone
Bisping beat two years ago. That being said, Akiyama is certainly not one to
be taken lightly and Bisping hasn't fought anybody with the Judo cred that
Akiyama has. Still, Akiyama seems reluctant to a game plan, and Bisping
is the best in the UFC at coming up with a strategy (even though he doesn't
always follow it) and will probably be much more prepared then Akiyama.
There's way too many positives in Bisping's favor, so look to him for the
win, by decision or by early TKO.

(25-5) vs. DAN HARDY (23-7), UFC 120, 10/16/2010
This one is gonna be war. Both of these men have been in their share of
wars and proven that they can take a lot of punishment. I, like many people,
didn't take Dan Hardy seriously at all prior to his title fight with Georges St.
Pierre, but the fact that he lasted to decision after the punishment he took is
a testament to his toughness and durability. That being said, he also showed
that his take-down defense is extremely lacking. Luckily for him, Carlos
Condit isn't exactly a wrestling machine. His run in the WEC showed he
has vicious submissions, but he was rarely the reason they got to the ground
in the first place. That means that more than likely, this fight is going to be
a stand up war. Both fighters are scrappy, no-quit kind of fighters and that
means lots of entertainment for us watching at home. My mind is telling me
that Dan Hardy should win, but my love of the WEC has me picking Carlos
Condit by rear naked choke in the second.

(6-1) vs. GABRIEL GoNZAGA (11-5),
UFC 121, 10/23/2010
It's the new "next big thing" versus the former "next big thing." Since
losing to Roy Nelson in the Ultimate Fighter Finale, Brendan Schaub has
been on a tear; destroying his last two opponents in less than a combined two
minutes. He's looking like the next great heavyweight that Gabriel Gonzaga
was supposed to be. Gonzaga burst onto the UFC Heavyweight scene when
the heavyweight division was at arguably its lowest point, but he had a lot of
promise. After losing his bid at the title against Randy Couture, he's had a
choppy record. He's beaten lesser opponents, but every time he goes against

2. }AKE SHIELDS (25-5) vs. MARTIN KAMPMANN (23-7),
UFC 120, 10/16/2010
It's the "kickboxer" vs. the "wrestler" in a battle that essentially is just
here to introduce Jake Shields to the UFC audience. Kampmann is coming
off of an impressive win over Paulo Thiago, where he showed a very much
improved ground game. That being said, Jake Shields is a considerably
tougher fighter then Paulo Thiago. Not too long ago, middleweight Dan
Henderson was in line to fight Anderson Silva, now he owns a loss to Jake
Shields, a natural welterweight. So, if Shields can
Continued p. 11 ...
hold down one of the top wrestling middleweights

5.

4.

MICHAEL BISPING

BRENDAN ScHAUB

CARLos CoNDIT
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Continued from p. 10...
in the world, what chance does a non-wrestling
welterweight have against him? Shields practices
something he calls American Jiu Jitzu, which is
essentially a blending of wrestling and submission
techniques and it appears to be the kryptonite of
strikers. It doesn't appear that Kampmann will be
the aberration in this pattern, so I'm going with
Shield by unanimous decision.
(5-1) vs. CAIN
(8-0), UFC 121, 10/23/2010
Brock Lesnar got sick and took pretty much an
entire year off. Now he's making up for lost time.
1.

CHAMPION BROCK LESNAR

VELASQUEZ

Just three months after his inspired victory over
Shane Carwin, Lesnar faces the toughest test of
his career against fellow wrestler Cain Velasquez.
Though there is no doubt that Brock has the better
wrestling pedigree between the two fighters, it
appears from my observations that Cain has done
a better job adjusting his style to MMA then
Brock has. Brock's biggest flaw is that he relies
completely on his power to get a take-down rather
then setting it up with his striking. This has been
fine when he's fought guys with lesser take-down
defense or guys that have been gassed by a round
of hitting his face, but against a guy like Velasquez
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who has proven cardio and great wrestling, this
strategy will be problematic- that is what I think
will be the deciding factor in this fight. Cain has
a better record against more diverse fighters then
Brock does, and that puts things in his favor. I'm
going with Cain by TKO in the second unless
Brock picked up some better boxing in his short
layover.

Dan is a 2L and can be reached at forum@valpo.
edu.

ENTERTAINMENT BLENDER: 2010 NEW FALL TV PREVIEW
BY:

JoHN STuRGEON+ CoLUMNIST

F

or the last few years, cable networks such as
HBO and AMC have dominated the Emmys
and have been critically appraised for
putting out the best dramas on television. Another
cable network, FX, has come on strong in recent
years, receiving critical and commercial praise for
its growing list of comedies and dramas. Sons of
Anarchy and Terriers, FX's biggest hit and newest
show respectively, are two of the best shows on
television and well worth going out of your way
to check out.
Developed by Kurt Sutter, Sons of Anarchy is
the biker gang version of The Sopranos. Instead
of the Mafia, the family aspect in this show exists
in the dynamics of "SAMCRO," the biker club
that make money from illegal activities such as
gun-running, while also keeping a legitimate
front as the operators of a garage and an adult
video company. Headed by violent-minded Clay
Morrow (Ron Perlman), "SAMCRO" functions as
the protectors of Charming as they have the police
chief in their back pocket and approve or deny any
new business that enters the city. Clay is married
to Gemma Teller, the hardnosed matriarch of the
gang who keeps the bikers in order and goes out
of her way to keep the relationship between Clay
and Jax (Charlie Hunnam), her son and the vice
president of the charter, strong. Katey Sagal plays
Gemma and is the wife of show creator Kurt Sutter.
Her riveting performance commands attention as
she has created a fierce and intimidating woman
that does whatever it takes to preserve her family.
That she was not nominated for an Emmy for her
performance this year was a gross omission as she
continues to deliver the most powerful performance
by a female on television. Jax has plans to take
"SAMCRO" in a more legitimate direction by
The BEST Bar Review
Course Just Got BETTER!
Starting with the Summer 2010
Course:
Complete Online Access to Every
Lecture - FREE!
Miss a class? You have unlimited
access to every BARBRI video via
streaming video, for no extra cost.

The BARBRI Guarantee - FREE
Repeat!
Whether you are a law student or an
LLM student, if you do not pass the bar
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attached.

Experience. Success. Guaranteed.

steering away from the violence and into safer
endeavors. As events around the club continue
to personally affect him, he comes to realize that
changing is a lot harder than he thought it would

level of the detective world making just enough
money to get by. Before long, the two get tied up
with a rich man named Lindus and help him get
out of trouble by a finding a sex tape he made with
the daughter of Hank's best friend. Hank believes
Lindus then had that good friend killed so he
and Brit frame Lindus for murder. After solving
a few unrelated cases, Lindus summons Brit and
Hank to acquire some big money for his family
in exchange for the revelation of who murdered
Hank's friend and for monetary compensation. Of
course the scheme goes wrong and Lindus ends up
dead in Hank's home after revealing vaguely that
someone his business became entangled with had
Hank's best friend murdered. Suffice to say, the
two detectives who could do nothing right have
gotten in way over their heads. In addition, Hank's
. psychotic sister has busted out of the psych ward
and into his home, the one he purchased from and
used to live in with his ex-wife Gretchen. How the
two will navigate out of the mess they have gotten
into with Lindus, what they will do with the money
they made, and discovering who had Hank's best
friend murdered will be the big arcs of the season.
The show has plenty of laughs that develop
from the outstanding chemistry that Logue and
Raymond-James have in addition to the violence
and intricate plotting that FX dramas are known
for. I feel the name of the show is the one aspect
creators got wrong as the show is in no way about
dogs. From the complex characters to the variety
of tones and directions episodes take, Terriers is a
buddy-detective drama done in a way never before
seen on television and well-worth watching.

be. Guided by his dead father's diary, Jax will
have a heart-to-heart with a fellow club member
if things get rough, but will be the muscle of the
operation, if needed. Hunnam infuses the character
with tremendous charisma, tenacity, and heart as
he fights to be a great leader while simultaneously
reconnecting with his first love, Tara (Maggie Sift)
and caring for his young son Abel.
Not wanting to spoil the plots of the first two plus
seasons, it can be said that the direction, acting,
writing, and music are all top notch. If you enjoy
witty dialogue, black comedy, gun fights, blood,
and relationships, this show has it all. The stakes
keep getting higher and the dynamics between
the characters are always changing with surprises
lurking around every comer. This is the successor
to The Sopranos so jump on board and enjoy the
ride.
FX's newest creation from Ted Griffin is the
innovative buddy-detective drama Terriers, John is a 2L and can be reached atforum@valpo.
starring Donal Logue as recovered alcoholic Hank edu.
Dolworth and Michael Raymond-James as his exthief detective partner. The two exist on the lowest

OCTOBER TRIVIA ANSWERS
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4.
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OAKLAND RAIDERS
SARAH JESSICA PARKER
HENRY VI, PART 2
AROCK
A NAZI

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

GHOST, WITCH/WIZARD, AND DEVIL
JOSEPH AND THE AMAZING TECHNICOLOR DREAM COAT
PEANUTBUTTER,CORNSYRU~POVVDEREDSUGAR
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STUDENT PROFILES
MICHAEL BARNETT

Probably not K's lawyer in Kafka's The Trial, the lawyer was a bedridden old man
for by an unsavory nurse. Oh, and his client was executed.

3L

Undergraduate School: Purdue University
Undergraduate Major: Landscape Architecture
Hometown: Wabash, IN '
Family: One sister
Do you have any video games that you're particularly proud of your skiU in, and if
so, what smack talk would you convey to others claiming skills in said game?
I'm pretty proud of my skill in Nintendo 64 s Golden Eye - not even Pierce Brosnan can
handle a golden gun like me.
If you could trade places with any fictional character, which one would it be and

why?
J.R. Ewing, despite global conditions being what they are, I wouldn't mind sitting on a
pile of oil money. Only, I wouldn't want my sister-in-law shooting me late one night.
If you could only order 5 sandwiches for the rest of your life, what would they be?

Five sandwiches, huh? Arby's Roast Beef, Subway's Oven Roasted Chicken, any
hamburger, PB&J, and egg whites with pepperjack cheese on a bagel.

Which fictional lawyer would you want for your defense in a case against you?
Sam Waterston 's Jack McCoy, his well thought, and impassioned closing arguments
were often very moving, even if the Law & Order juries often voted not to convict.
Which fictional lawyer would you least want for your defense in a case against
you?

LEROY MAxwELL -

Undergraduate School: THE Purdue University
Undergraduate Major: Philosophy
Hometown: Selma, Alabama
Family: Mom: luanda Maxwell, Dad: Leroy Maxwell Sr, Sister: Justine Maxwell
Do you have any video games that you're particularly proud of your skill in,
and if so, what smack talk would you convey to others claiming skills in said
game?
Video Games? I'm not trying to be the best at virtual reality. The "Game" I'm good
at is called "Life." I'm pretty much awesome
at everything I do, especially aerobics, just
ask my boys Blake Dahl and Tony Howard.
If you could trade places with any fictional
character, which one would it be and
why?
Without thinking twice!! I would be
Morgan Freeman in Driving Miss Daisy. I
would love to be an old African-American
man that chauffeurs an old Jewish woman
around in the ·deep South while developing a
relationship that grows and transcends race.
If you could only order 5 sandwiches for
the rest of your life, what would they be?
Italian beef sandwich dipped in muscle milk
to get my protein in.
Grilled cheese with an extra layer of bread
for my carb load.

Undergraduate School: Lindenwood University
Undergraduate Major: Political Science
Hometown: Chicago
Family: Three brothers
Do you have any video games that you're particularly proud
of your skill in, and if so, what smack talk would you convey
to others claiming skills in said game?
Wii Tennis, but I had to retire due to tennis elbow from the
Wii.
If you could only order 5 sandwiches for the rest of your
life, what would they be?
Cheese. Cheese. Cheese. Turkey. Cheese.

What part of the autumn
season do you most look
forward to?
Going to the orchard and
picking apples. The smell is
so intoxicating it can make you
forget about the other seasons.
Ifyou could dress up for anyone

as Halloween regardless of
cost, who would you dress up
as?
Gizmo from Duck Tales.
If you could bring back any

cancelled TV show, what would it be?
Studio 60 on the Sunset Strip. I miss Aaron Sorkin's sharply written walk and talk

conversations between characters.
If you were taking a pie to the face, which would you want and why?

Pumpkin, it doesn't really stick to my skin which would make clean-up easy.
If you could change anything about Valpo Law School except the cost of it, what

would it be?
The parking lots, pervious pavement and bioswales would be lovely.

Shrimp "po" boy injected with HGH so I can get my beast on in the gym.
A club sandwich drenched in Gatorade to keep those electrolytes working.
A Big-Mac covered in glutamine to help with muscle recovery.

31

SARAH PETERLIN - 1L

ed

Which fictional lawyer would you want for your defense in a case against you?
Matthew Mcconaughey from Time to Kill; he has a great head of hair.
Which fictional lawyer would you least want for your defense in a case against
you?
Whoever the lawyer is for the Blackacre and Whiteacre estate.
What part of the autumn season do you most look forward to?
Watching the death ofNotre Dame football.
If you could dress up for anyone as Halloween regardless of cost, who would
you dress up as?
Not sure, maybe Professor Bushbuam. He only wears the finest linens that K-mart
has to offer.
If you could bring back any cancelled TV show, what would it be?
Obviously, Reading Rainbow! That show brought so much happiness and knowledge
to my generation.
If you were taking a pie to the face, which would you want and why?
American apple pie, anything else would be socialist and unpatriotic.
If you could change anything about Valpo Law School except the cost of it, what
would it be?
The pictures of the all the VU Law graduating classes need to be removed. They
make the hallways look terrible. There has to be a way to synchronize the color and
the size of the framing.

What part of the autumn season do you most look forward
to?
Halloween.
If you could dress up for anyone as Halloween regardless of
cost, who would you dress up as?
Lady Gaga.
If you could bring back any cancelled TV show, what would
it be?
Happy Days.
If you were taking a pie to the face, which would you want
and why?
My first choice would be none, but if I had to choose one it
would be a pumpkin pie.
If you could change anything about Valpo Law School
except the cost of it, what would it be?

No comment. That class is not graded anonymously.

